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Abstract 
Increasing numbers of transcripts have been reported to transmit both protein-coding and 
regulatory information. Apart from challenging our conception of the gene, this observation 
raises the question as to what extent this phenomenon occurs across the genome and how 
and why such dual encoding of function has evolved in the eukaryotic genome. To address 
this question, we consider the evolutionary path of genes in the earliest forms of life on 
Earth, where it is generally regarded that proteins evolved from a cellular machinery based 
entirely within RNA. This led to the domination of protein-coding genes in the genomes of 
microorganisms, although it is likely that RNA never lost its other capacities and 
functionalities, as evidenced by cis-acting riboswitches and UTRs. On the basis that the 
subsequent evolution of a more sophisticated regulatory architecture to provide higher 
levels of epigenetic control and accurate spatiotemporal expression in developmentally 
complex organisms is a complicated task, we hypothesize: (i) that mRNAs have been and 
remain subject to secondary selection to provide trans-acting regulatory capability in 
parallel with protein-coding functions; (ii) that some and perhaps many protein-coding 
loci, possibly as a consequence of gene duplication, have lost protein-coding functions en 
route to acquiring more sophisticated trans-regulatory functions; (iii) that many 
transcripts have become subject to secondary processing to release different products; and 
(iv) that novel proteins have emerged within loci that previously evolved functionality as 
regulatory RNAs. In support of the idea that there is a dynamic flux between different types 
of informational RNAs in both evolutionary and real time, we review recent observations 
that have arisen from transcriptomic surveys of complex eukaryotes and reconsider how 
these observations impact on the notion that apparently discrete loci may express 
transcripts with more than one function. In conclusion, we posit that many eukaryotic loci 
have evolved the capacity to transact a multitude of overlapping and potentially 
independent functions as both regulatory and protein-coding RNAs. 
Introduction 
The paradigm that “DNA is transcribed into RNA, which is translated into a protein that 
exerts a phenotype” [1] has instilled a common notion that assumes each component in this 
pathway maps neatly on a one-to-one basis from one stage to the next. Such paradigms fit 
comfortably in an anthropomorphic universe where such relationships are typically 
created by design (e.g., relational database tables), but seem to seldom apply in biological 
space where evolution has not been inhibited by equivalent organizational or logistical 
constraints. Indeed, despite the very concept of the gene as an independent functional unit 
becoming increasingly controversial and its utility correspondingly diminished [2-6], it has 
to a large extent persevered by virtue of the databases that are used to organize their 
information, which are predominantly designed around one-to-one relationships between 
identifiers, symbols, sequences, products and functions. The recognition that RNAs can 
exert functions as both regulatory molecules and as information carriers to encode protein 
[7, 8], serves as another reminder that not only is the generally understood concept of the 
gene faulty, but that biology has not evolved within the limitations imposed by linguistic 
semantics or human-designed information storage and retrieval architectures. In this 
perspective, we consider the possible scenarios by which new genes (which we define here 
simply as functional outputs of the genome) may have evolved, and rationalize why it is 
likely that many genes act not only as both regulatory and messenger RNAs, but embed a 
multitude of other functions that are transacted at both RNA and protein levels. 
1. RNA - the ancestral gene 
RNA is an extraordinarily versatile molecule, with the capacity for information encoding, 
sequence-specific interactions, three- and four dimensional structure, and catalytic activity. 
The widely accepted hypothesis that cellular life originated within an RNA world of RNA, 
where RNA fulfilled both informational and catalytic functions, defines life’s earliest genes 
as noncoding RNAs [9, 10]. In light of the extraordinary repertoire of functions and 
mechanisms by which noncoding RNAs are know to act within extant life, we envisage that 
the first stages in the evolution of any new transcribed region that lacks translational 
signals can similarly be selected for on the basis of its function acting as an RNA. Indeed, 
given the vast amount of noncoding space in eukaryotic genomes and the lack of signals 
required to enable function compared to that required for translation (i.e. ribosome 
binding site, in-frame start and stop codons, and appropriate signals for transport to the 
ribosome), it might be expected that considerable functional exploration may still be 
largely initiated at the RNA level. Once such RNAs come under positive selection by 
conferring some advantage to the host, the appropriate regulatory signals can continue to 
evolve to optimize the functionality of the new gene. It is at this juncture, where a new gene 
is under some level of regulated expression, that it becomes enabled as a platform for 
selection of a novel translatable protein product. At this stage, as with RNAs that can be 
transcribed before evolving a specific function, small ORFs in ncRNAs could be translated 
before evolving a specific function and then expanded if it becomes the subject of positive 
selection. This scenario provides a model for the gradual evolution of a completely novel 
protein rather than just a reshuffling of existing domains into new architectures. In the 
event of positive selection for the protein product, conflicting selective pressures between 
the noncoding and protein-coding function may emerge. As with analogous scenarios in 
nature, diverse outcomes are possible in such relationships; e.g. the protein-coding 
function supplants the noncoding function or the two co-adapt in a symbiotic relationship. 
It is widely accepted, as the favoured hypothesis, that early in the evolution of modern 
cellular life RNA devolved its information storage and inter-generational transmission 
functions largely to the more stable and easily replicable DNA, and its catalytic functions to 
the more chemically versatile proteins, which comprise the bulk of the analogue effectors 
of the system. Consequently, the genomes of microorganisms are dominated by protein-
coding sequences, although it is also clear that RNA has retained regulatory capacities, at 
least in cis, as exemplified by riboswitches [11], as well as by untranslated regions (UTRs) 
in eukaryotic mRNAs (see below). By contrast, mammals and other complex organisms 
have only a minority of their genomes occupied by protein-coding sequences, and the 
majority of the RNA produced is non-protein-coding [12]. These noncoding RNAs are 
expressed in very precise patterns in different cells and tissues, and there is increasing 
evidence of their functionality, especially in the regulation of epigenetic processes, which 
are essential to differentiation and development [13]. Indeed, we have argued elsewhere 
that the major challenge for the emergence of developmentally complex and cognitively 
advanced organisms was regulatory, and that RNA allowed the separation of signal from 
consequent action, a more efficient framework [8, 14-16]. 
This scenario paints a picture where RNA functionality both precedes and follows protein-
coding function and that the subsequent evolution of novel protein-coding function can co-
exist with noncoding functions. For such a process to be evolutionary favourable, the 
advantage of developing the regulatory signals required for specific spatiotemporal 
expression would need to outweigh the constraints imposed by the co-evolution of coding 
and noncoding functions within the same transcript. In fact, irrespective for the expanded 
need for epigenetic regulatory RNAs, it may (also) be essential in complex organisms for 
efference regulatory information to be produced in parallel with protein-coding functions, 
either within the same RNA or intronically-derived RNA products. Given the extraordinary 
degree of sophistication involved in ensuring appropriate expression [17-22], this 
conjecture is plausible. Indeed, in an analogous situation in viruses where there is selective 
constraint against genome size, similar overlapping functionality is also observed in the 
same genomic sequence. The hypothesis that the development of regulatory architecture 
outstrips the expense of functionality evolving within limited sequence space fits with the 
observed structure of the genome, where genes commonly reside in clusters that 
incorporate complex overlapping transcriptional activity. As exemplified in a comparison 
of the Dlx6 locus in mouse and human, lineage-specific coding and noncoding transcripts 
seem to have independently evolved within this homeotic locus, perhaps as a means to 
tune the developmental patterning related to this gene (Figure 1). Such clusters of 
transcription may represent genomic environments that evolved specialized architecture 
to facilitate appropriate spatiotemporal expression and/or the recruitment of specific post-
transcriptional splicing or editing machinery and therefore become favoured sites for the 
evolution of new coding or noncoding genes.  
This scenario can be likened to the development of a city, where the combined architecture 
and resources serve as leverage for new business (“genes”) that would be less competitive 
or could not exist outside of these regions. To further this analogy, competition for space 
necessitates increased efficiencies in use of real estate, which in the case of cities is 
manifested in its extreme as skyscrapers in the central business district. Similarly, it can be 
posited that, despite established regulatory architecture serves as an attractant for 
evolutionary innovation resulting in a similar competition for genetic real estate and 
increased pressure for overlapping functions. 
2. Long noncoding RNAs commonly contain open-reading frames 
One of the key difficulties in distinguishing long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) from protein-
coding RNAs lies in the fact that many lncRNAs contain substantial open reading frames 
(ORFs). We have shown previously that long ORFs can occur by chance alone [23], but 
examination of functionally annotated lncRNAs show that the ORFs present in these 
transcripts are actually much longer than expected by chance (Figure 2). Furthermore, it is 
expected that in cases where novel protein-capacity has evolved on the platform of a 
functional noncoding RNA, that such proteins would initially be constrained to be short in 
length. Indeed, given the reliance on protein-coding gene annotation on similarity to known 
proteins or overall ORF length, it is probable that there are many small and/or lineage-
specific proteins and peptides that have yet to be discovered [24]. Furthermore, the 
absence of a detectable protein encoded by lncRNAs does not rule out its existence as it 
may only be translated at low levels and/or in particular developmental or cell-type 
specific contexts. Therefore, as demonstrated by instances such as SRA, which was initially 
described as a noncoding RNA and later identified to also encode a functional protein [25], 
it is conceivable that many lncRNAs can in fact encode proteins as either their primary or 
secondary function. On this basis, examples of functionally-validated lncRNAs such as H19 
[26], and TUG1 [27] that have large open reading frames (256 and 82 amino acids 
respectively) cannot be reasonably ruled to never be translated into functional proteins; it 
may simply be the case that they are translated in very specific contexts or at low levels. 
Finally, in light of the growing number of examples of RNAs that function at both coding 
and noncoding levels, the corollary that many described messenger RNAs may also act as 
noncoding RNAs merits consideration.  In the following section, evidence is presented that 
illustrates scenarios under which messenger RNAs may be expected to have retained or 
evolved additional functionality as noncoding RNAs. 
3. Adoption of noncoding functionality into protein-coding genes and gene loci 
As best illustrated by ancestral life in the RNA world, protein-coding function can emerge 
on the platform of noncoding RNA. However, it is similarly feasible for protein-coding RNAs 
to adopt noncoding functions. In cases such as XIST, it seems that the protein-coding 
function has been supplanted by a noncoding function [28]. However, as vividly illustrated 
in the case of snoRNAs and their host genes, noncoding RNAs can readily co-exist within 
protein-coding genes [29]. In addition to snoRNAs, many other stable RNAs have been 
identified that arise from intronic regions of the genome [30]. For example, we recently 
described an unspliced lncRNA that arises from the intron of the SPRY4 protein-coding 
gene that has an important role in melanocyte proliferation and mobility 
[31]. Furthermore, messenger RNAs have been shown to act as regulatory molecules by 
competing for microRNA binding [32] and in the case of p53, the mRNA region encoding 
the Mdm2-binding site interacts directly with Mdm2, which in turn impairs the E3 ligase 
activity of Mdm2 and promotes p53 mRNA translation [33]. In another striking example, an 
alternative splicing variant of the nuclear receptor LXR acts as an RNA co-activator to LXR 
itself [34]. In terms of small RNAs, an intersection of protein-coding exons and miRNAs in 
human reveals at least 20 miRNAs that are encoded within protein-coding exons. In each of 
these examples, it is likely that the protein-coding function preceded the adoption of the 
noncoding function. Moreover, the respective functions of the coding and noncoding 
portions of the transcript in many cases appear to bear little or no relationship to one 
another, despite sharing the same regulatory architecture. 
In light of recent transcriptomic studies revealing the regulated and conserved post-
transcriptional processing of protein-coding transcripts into smaller RNAs [35, 36], it is 
possible that many transcripts harbour noncoding functionality. In some cases such 
functions overlap the protein-coding exons, but in others it occurs within untranslated 
regions (UTRs). Indeed, in a recent study, we showed that 3’UTRs can in some cases be 
expressed separately from the host transcript [37]. This phenomenon, which bears the 
hallmarks of biological function in terms of its tight regulation and conservation across 
diverse species, raises the hypothesis that UTRs harbour functions independent of the host 
protein-coding transcript. As with intronic regions, UTRs provide a practical substrate for 
evolutionary innovation in the sense that they do not necessarily interfere with the 
function of the protein-coding portion of the gene, yet already have the appropriate 
regulatory infrastructure to be expressed at some level within a particular spatiotemporal 
pattern. Once such a transcript confers a function, further post-transcriptional events can 
be adapted to fine-tune its expression or, as in the case of some of the 3’UTRs we examined, 
become expressed distinctly from the the host gene [37]. There are several examples of 
3’UTRs conferring function independent to that of the encoded protein in the associated 
transcript, such as oskar, where the 3’UTR alone is sufficient to rescue the egg-less defect in 
an oskar null mutant. Similarly, the 3'UTRs of troponin I, tropomyosin, alpha-cardiac actin, 
ribonucleotide reductase, myotonic dystrophy (DM) protein kinase and prohibitin genes 
can act in trans to control cell proliferation and differentiation in the absence of associated 
coding-regions [38-42]. In addition, it is also possible for novel protein-coding function to 
emerge from within UTRs, such as identified for c-myc, where a novel independently 
translated protein was identified in the 5’UTR [43]. 
The possibility of widespread independent functionality of UTRs, cleavage of protein-
coding exons into functional small RNAs, and overlapping regulatory functions within 
mRNAs, is supported by conservation of synonymous sites of codons [44, 45] and the 
enrichment of conserved RNA secondary structure within both coding exons and UTRs [46-
49]. Growing evidence for functional selection challenges assumptions that synonymous 
sites evolve neutrally [50]. For example, comparisons between protein-coding and 
intergenic regions in human and chimp indicate that ~39% of synonymous sites are 
deleterious and subject to negative selection [51]. The additional conserved information 
embedded in mRNAs has been shown to effect splicing outcomes [52], co-translational 
protein folding [53] and other regulatory roles including co-repression [33], co-activation 
[34] and nuclear organization [54, 55]. 
Another mechanism by which existing regulatory infrastructure for an existing gene can be 
harnessed for the evolution of a new gene is through bi-directional promoters. Many 
promoters are symmetrical in nature and provide the opportunity for RNA polymerase to 
initiate transcription in either direction [56, 57], albeit that one direction may be favoured 
over the other. This bi-directional transcription affords the possibility for a transcript to be 
expressed coordinately with another gene, while having the benefit that it is not under any 
sequence constraints by the associated gene. This model for genomic evolution appears to 
be common in the genome, with evidence for thousands of bi-directional transcripts in 
vertebrate genomes [58, 59]. We recently explored such an example in the Znfx1 loci, 
where a noncoding RNA (Zfas1) was expressed opposite to the Znfx1 promoter [60]. 
Detailed expression profiling of the protein-coding and noncoding gene revealed that 
although the expression of these transcripts was coordinated in most tissues, there were 
some instances where their expression appeared to be independent. This suggests that the 
functions fulfilled by such transcripts may in fact be independent and that subsequent 
regulatory mechanisms have evolved to provide a means by which to decouple their 
expression in some contexts. Intriguingly, this noncoding gene, the spliced product of 
which we showed had a specific role in the proliferation of epithelial cells in mammary 
development, was also host to three intronic snoRNAs [60]. Amongst these snoRNAs, we 
also observed a degree of decoupling of expression levels amongst their expression and the 
host transcript, again suggestive of independent regulatory controls at a post-
transcriptional level. At least some of the non-proportionality between the snoRNA 
expression could be rationalized by a highly thermodynamically stable structure for one of 
the snoRNAs that may have conferred it with a much longer half-life. The examination of 
the Znfx1 loci provides a glimpse into the chain of evolutionary events that must have 
occurred to bring these disparate RNAs together and illustrates the co-evolution of coding 
and noncoding elements within a single locus. Cursory browsing through the 
transcriptional outputs of any of the well-annotated mammalian genomes indicates that 
such microcosms of gene evolution are relatively common and supports the notion that 
evolutionary innovation is favoured to occur within existing loci, presumably as a 
consequence of leveraging off the existing regulatory architecture.  
Concluding remarks - the advent of multifunctional RNAs 
A recent review on bifunctional RNAs bore the title “When one is better than two: RNA with 
dual functions” [7]. Here we propose that RNAs may potentially have numerous functions. 
This functionality may reside within introns, UTRs or overlap coding exons and can be 
manifested in both noncoding RNA function or translated products. Through the prism of 
our model of gene evolution, where regulatory architecture and recruitment of post-
transcriptional processing machinery provides a favourable platform for genetic 
innovation, we predict that many loci will contain multiple layers of overlapping and 
potentially independent functions. This model is supported by those hotspots in the 
genome that contain a remarkable intersection of transcriptional and epigenetic 
complexity, whose products are processed through highly complex pathways involving 
splicing, editing and other modifications. Such a model of innovation can be likened to that 
of mobile phones, which were initially developed to fulfil the single function of allowing 
mobile voice calls. However, the platform required to necessitate this functionality, a 
mobile network, a display, a speaker, microphone, keyboard, and a battery, could be 
adapted to enable other functions, such as mobile internet, media playback, and games. 
Indeed, with the advent of downloadable applications, the mobile phone has been rapidly 
transformed into a system that has enabled the rapid innovation of thousands of novel 
functions. We envisage an analogous recruitment of complex regulatory architecture in the 
eukaryotic genome may similarly have been capitalized upon to generate diverse functions 
from a single locus. In light of the remarkable complexity observed at both the epigenetic 
and transcriptional levels in particular foci in eukaryotic genomes, a complexity that 
continues to grow with the technological means by which to examine these processes [61-
63], we suggest that this possibility merits consideration in the interpretation of genetic 
studies, particularly those associated with complex loci, as well as more broadly in our 
conception of how information is stored in the genome. 
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Figure 1. Are complex transcriptional loci hotbeds for evolutionary innovation? The 
genome representations compare long noncoding transcripts associated with the DLX6 loci 
in human and mouse. The antisense DLX6 transcript EVF2 has been shown to recruit DLX 
transcription factors to important DNA regulatory elements in mouse [67] and human [68]. 
Despite the functional similarities, there are significant differences in the EVF variants 
between mouse and human, including a putative novel protein-coding antisense transcript 
within the intron of mouse Dlx6. Although the biological roles of the various DLX6 antisense 
transcripts are known, it appears that the innovation of novel transcripts acting as either 































Figure 2. Do many long noncoding RNAs also encode proteins? The graph illustrates 
the incidence of open reading frames (ORFs) as a function of transcript length in 
characterized mouse and human long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) from lncRNAdb 
(http://lncrnadb.org) [64]. A number of well-described lncRNAs are labeled. The black line 
indicates the mean ORF length in a randomly generated set of 20,000 transcripts, with the 
shaded regions showing 1, 2, and 3 standard deviations above the mean [23]. The blue line 
represents a fitted curve from the maximum theoretical ORF and transcript lengths from a 
set of ~9,000 human lncRNAs annotated using a previously described approach [65, 66]. 
These lncRNAs have no overlap with any coding region annotated in either UCSC Genes or 
RefSeq. 
 
 
